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of great courage and undetstanding, but invincible modesty," has Caftan
little to say, but his honest chaiacter" and behaviom are much to Sentry
the purpose.1
Then comes a person second only to Sir Roger in winning dis- The man
position and entertaining humour, " the gallant Will Honeycomb, ahut town
a gentleman who, according to his years, should be in the decline
of his life, but having ever been very careful of his person, and
always had a veiy easy fortune, time has made but very little
impression, either by wiinkles on his forehead or tiaccs in his
brain."
He is very ready at that sort of discourse with which men usually
entertain women. He has all his life dressed very well, and re-
members habits as others do men. He can smile when one speaks
to him, and laughs easily. He knows the hibtoiy of every mode,
and can inform you from which of the French king's wenches our
wives and daughters had this manner of curling their han, that way
of placing their hoods ; whose frailty was covered by such a sort of
petticoat, and whose vanity to show her foot made that part of the
dress so short in such a year : in a word, all his conversation and
knowledge has been in the female world.2
Addison amplifies this account of Will by relating some of his
misfortunes among the women and his rencounteis among the
men, and remarks : "The engaging in adventures of this nalinc
Will calls the studying of mankind ; and terms this knowledge of
the town the knowledge of the world." In a debate with the
Templar, " he told us, with a little passion, that he never liked
pedantry in spelling, and that he spelt like a gentleman, and not
like a scholar." He thought that a pedant was one " that does
not know how to think out of his profession and particular v,*ay
of life " 3 > and, after sorting out the varieties of this genus, sums
up : " In short, a mere courtier, a mere soldier, a mere anything,
is an insipid, pedantic character and equally ridiculous." Here,
it will be observed, Addison is enlarging in a very lively manner
upon a cemmonplace of Overbury, Butler, and the rest.4	j*^
Last but not least of die little group is the clergyman, " a very Clergy-
philosophic man, of general learning, great sanctity of life, and ni&n
1 Spectator> No. z.	a /£«£, No  2.	:{/£;</,, No. 10;.
4 See Overbmy, pp. 235, 2,37 ; and Butler's kk Pedant,*' p. 2,5?.

